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We proudly introduce DKM Enterprises, LLC.

DKM is a family owned and operated steel salvage company and wholesale distributor of
used steel materials. With three active generations of family whose combined experience
totals over 80 years, DKM is consistent with not only the unparalleled customer service,
honesty, determination and hard work of yesteryear; but also the modern techniques of
today’s service industry, the competitive drive for new levels of success, and the quest to
constantly accumulate knowledge and experience to assist in safe and thorough completion
of any project, no matter the specifications.
Operating throughout the continental United States, DKM specializes in the purchase of
active and abandoned pipeline systems; new surplus; used pipe; line pipe; oilfield pipe; steel
plate and valves. Additionally, DKM has expertise in the salvage of plants, tank farms and
refineries.
Salvage of pipelines for use as recycled structural materials is not only environmentally
responsible, but in certain market situations DKM can offer more than an operating
company is willing to pay for pipelines and pipeline systems.
DKM is a mobile company owning all of its construction equipment and transport trucks,
making it a true full-service source for your steel needs.
DKM Enterprises is fully insured, Veriforce OQ certified, and is recognized as an
approved contractor for many major energy companies. Our experienced personnel are
certified, well-trained, and fully equipped for the removal of pipelines at any measure.
Additionally, they are trained in the handling of materials and coatings that can be potentially
hazardous to the environment.
Removal of pipelines without incurring damage to the product is a specialty service. Many
lay contractors or scrap dealers are capable of extracting pipelines from the ground, but
contractor damage and neglect can jeopardize the pipe’s value as a used tubular product.

Scope of Work
Before work begins a land agent representing DKM Enterprises, LLC will send notices to inform current
surface owners of the commencement of a pipeline removal project. Arrangements are made to enact the
“rights ingress and egress” based on right-of-way specifications for the purpose of accessing the surface areas.
Additionally, negotiations with landowners take place to discuss the issue of compensation for those who may
sustain damages as a result of the removal process.
DKM will provide a line spotter to coordinate with the excavation process and assist in identifying foreign
pipelines in the designated work area. A Dig TESS notification will be filed with the appropriate “locate
request” call centers and all other operators with lines in the area will be notified of the scope of work and
ensuing procedures prior to work commencing. In congested areas where excavating the pipe is not feasible, all
efforts will be made to pull the pipe from the ground in a lateral motion. Any sections of pipe that must
remain in place due to removal complications will be capped and or grouted as deemed necessary.
DKM Enterprises, LLC scope of work will consist of two Cat 320 track hoes, each equipped with Low
Ground Pressure tracking systems, and weighing approximately 49,000 pounds. One track hoe will dig the
pipeline with a half-moon digging shoe attached to a 24’’ bucket that will arc over the top of the line and
tactfully uncover the line with out causing damage to the product.

The second machine will come behind and cradle the newly uncovered pipe from the ditch. A steel lay-out
cradle will be placed under the pipe for the purposes of lifting it and moving it into the designated work areas.

After pipe has been removed from the ditch, a D5N dozer, equipped with a Low Ground Pressure tracking
system and six-way blade, weighing approximately 28,000 pounds, will push the spill back into the ditch
and pack the ditch line. In areas where double ditching is required, the base soil will be filled, followed by the
top soil. The dozer will keep pace with the removal and keep the ditch line back-filled, leveled and finalized
to company specifications; no part of the ditch is ever left open over night.

Once the pipe has been placed in the right-of-way work area; the cutting process will begin. A tractor
weighing approximately 9,000 pounds, with an attached platform containing oxygen and acetylene bottles,
cutting torches and fire extinguishers is brought on line. The cutting rig is operated by two to three men as
deemed necessary by pipe diameter. The pipe is generally cut at the welds, or in desired lengths of at least 40
feet.

Once the pipe has been cut and the work area has been cleared a Cat 938 front end loader weighing
approximately 27,000 pounds, with 8 foot forks, will stack the joints of pipe in designated load out areas.

All trucks will be equipped with custom pipe stakes that assure a safe loading environment. Pipe will be
secured on trucks and hauled off the right-of-way to a DKM yard.

Upon completion of a pipeline project it is common practice to release the easement back to landowners.

Each pipeline is unique; different manageable challenges may occur on any line. Factors
such as weather, ground conditions, congested work space, or even the discovery of product
in a line can be some of the challenges that arise. As stated above, DKM’s combined 80
years of family experience in the pipeline removal business will allow the customer total
assurance that any challenge can and will be handled with the utmost emphasis on safety and
professionalism.

*References available upon request.
DKM is also interested in, but not limited to, the salvage of plants, tank farms and refineries;
the purchase of new surplus and inventory; used pipe; line pipe; oilfield pipe; steel plate and
valves. DKM often works hand-in-hand with major pipeline construction projects to
purchase new material that has been damaged or cut during construction. DKM will
purchase drops as well as bent pipe at a cost better than the current scrap salvage market
value, and will provide loading and transportation for the undesirable materials. DKM will
also purchase stock storage yards. Other stock storage yard services include taking inventory,
separating products and organizing yards by removing scrap materials from an area.

SAFETY
DKM Enterprises, LLC is a member of ISNETWORLD. DKM is Veriforce Qualified and our
proven in house safety program demands understanding, compliance and perfection for
the tasks our employees perform!
Our success as a company depends on the skills, energies and contributions of each and
every employee. We believe safety, production, quality and preventative maintenance are
inseparable. Simply stated, there is a right way to perform each job and task.
The company will strive to provide and maintain a safe and healthy working environment
and establish rules, procedures and training pursuant to this goal.
The management encourages individual responsibility and supports a climate of safety
awareness and consistent enforcement of the safety program. It is the responsibility of
each employee to comply with safety rules and to work in such a manner as to prevent
injuries to themselves and others.

Think Safe
Work Safe
Be Safe!

Other Services Offered















HEAVY EQUIPMENT DIRT WORK
ROAD CONSTRUCTION
PAD SITE CONSTRUCTION
WELDING
FENCE BUILDING
MATERIAL SALES
EASEMENT NEGOTIATIONS
SURFACE MANAGEMENT
EROSION CONTROL
LAND CLEARING
SITE REMEDIATION
SCRAP / TRASH SITE CLEAN UP
EQUIPMENT AND OPERATOR RENTAL
PIPE LOAD OUT SERVICES

Thank you for your consideration. Should you have any questions or require any additional
information, please do not hesitate to call us at 800-337-7157 or email us at
sales@dkmusedpipe.com.
More information is always available online at our website www.dkmusedpipe.com
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